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CONTRIBUTIONS OF REC T RO/NONMETRO

MIGRANTS TO THE NO

AND. LABORTORCE fi

By Gladys K. Bowles

INTRODUCTION
Some 6.2 million people 5 y rs old
and over who lived in no etro

localities in 1975 had mo in from
metro areas afar 1970. y repre-
sented aboutone-eight of the non
metro populationn,/ 75 and also
about one=eighthithe nonmetro
labor force.

,..

This article if -filights some charac-
teristics of the people and presents
an assessmen f their contributions
to' the no etio population and
labor to the data used are based

/on speci tabulations from the March
1975 rrent Population Survey/ (CPSI, t the Bureau of the Census and
refl t metro .designations through
19 5 and assigned values for persons

whom mobility status was not
ported originally. Thus, they are

I somewhat different from those
published in the Current Population

° Reports (16):

*Gladys K. Bowler is a social de-
mographer with the Economic bevel-

., opment Division, ESCS, stationed at
the Institute for Behavioral Research,
University of Georgia. This article is a
modified version of a paper presented
at the annual meeting of the Popula-
tion Association of America, April
1978, in Atlanta, Georgia. The

1 research reported on is being con-
ducted under Agreement No. 12 -17-
09 -8 -1663, between the (former)
Economic Research Service, USDA,
and the Institute for Behavioral
Research, University of Georgia.
More information will be presented
in a forthcoming report of the Eco-
nomics, StAtiatics, and Cooperatives
Service and the Institute for Behav-
ioral Research (6). The assistance of
Jennifer L. Campbell, Teresa D.
Cromer, and Sam T. Davis, III, of the

POPULATION

t
Some 6.2 million, or one-eighth, of the
1975 nonmetro population lived in metro
areas 5 year earlier. Metro/nonmetro
migrants more than replaced the 5.1
million persona moving in the opposite
direction, except among young adults,
blacks, and the college educated. In their
occupation,- industry, and income attri-
butes, migrants did not have a negative
impact on the nonmetro population. High
proportions were in white-collar occupa-
tions and industries, and average income
was no less than that of the total nonmetro
population. Nor did the nonmetro popula-
tion suffer in exchanges with metro areas'
on earning capacity of migrants. Remedia-
ble similarity was noted in the incomes of
metro/nonmetro migrants and persons
moving in the opposite direction.

Keywords:

Metrakonmetro
Migrants

Labor force 1

CHARACTERISTICS
OF

THE MIGRANTS

Except for one recent article (17),
little has beerh written on the charac-
teristics of the metro/non metro
migrants, although many people have
treated other aspects of the rece t
nonmetro population and migrat
turnaround in the United States and
other countries (2-5, 7-9, 11, 13, 18,

Institute for Behavioral Research, in
the development of materials on
which the article was based is
acknowledged. The article is pat- ,

terned to some extent after the
design developed by Anne S. Lee for
an article appearing in Agricultural
Economics Research some years ago
which assessed certain aspects of the
rural-to-urban migration stream (10).

Note: Italicized numbers in paren-
theses refei to items in. the Bibliogra-
phy at the end of this article.
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19). 'special tabulations
from t 1975 CPS, it is possi-
ble to gain arer picture of, charac-
teristics
make
other
Mobile
years

this migrant group and to
riaons with persons in

ility status categories..
tus of each individual 5
d over was based on a

compa i if place of residence at
the time of the survey and 5 years
earlier. In this article, nonmouers are
persons living in the same house in
1975 as in 1970. Movers lived in
different houses but in the same
county at both dates, and migrants
lived in different counties at the
beginning and end of the period.

The vast majority or the metro/
nonmetro migrants were whites; only
about 6 percent were blacks or per-
sons of other minority races. Neither
males nor females predominated
among metro/nonmetro migrants.
Each sex was just about one-half the
total. The median age was 27.3 years
and the median ydars of school com-
pleted were 12.6. About 42 percent
lived in the South in 1975.1 The great
majority had moved from metro to
nonmetro areas within the two broad '

regions of the country, the. South,
and the North and West, combined.
But about a fifth had moved from
one of these brqad regions to the
other.

'.The SOuth includes. Maryland,
Delaware, District of Columbia, Vir-
ginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabarha, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas,. Louisiana, Okla-
homa, and Texas. The remaining
States, including Alaska and Hawaii,
are grouped together in thIP6North
and West region.
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Although direct information on family migration
versus that of single individuals is not available, it is
obvious that most of the metro /nonmetro movement
involved families or persons who had formed families
after moving. The proportions of migrants living alone
or with others to whom they were not related was no
greater than in the general nonmetro population.

About 5 percent of the males were in the Armed
Forces, a higher proportion than in the total nonmetro
population. About 75 percent of the males were in the
labor force. Of those in the civilian labor force, about 10
percent were unemployed. Nearly 45 percent of the t%

females were in the labor force and 14 percent were
unemployed. The labor force participation rate of male
metro/nonmetro migrants was higher than that of the
larger population they had joined, and the unemploy-
ment rate, nominally so. Female newcomers participated
in the labor force at about the same rate as other non-
metro women, but a somewhat larger proportion did not
hold jobs.2

REPLACEMENT
OF NONMETRO POPULATION

, LOST THROUGH OUTMIGRATION

In considering contributions of these migrants,
perhaps the first is the extent to which they have
replaced or exceeded the number of persons of similar
characteristics who left for metro areas.

According to the CPS figures, persons 5 years old and
over moving to nonmetro from metro areas between
1970 and 1975 exceeded by 1.1 million the number
moving away (table 1)..People moving to, the nonmetro
areas more than offset the metro-directed losses of
whites, but replaced only three-fourths of the blacks.
Losses were exceeded to about the same degree among
males and females and among persons living in each of
the two broad regions of the country. For those moving
within the South, the losses were offset less than in the
North and West. Inter-regionally, metro areas of the
South gained at the expense of the nonmetro North and
West and nonmetro areas of the South also gained at the
expense of the metro North and West:

Movement Number

South metro to North and West nonmetro 405,000
North and West nonmetro to South metro 544,000

Net gain by Southern metro ' 139,000
South nonmetro to North and West metro 557,000
North and West metro to South nonmetro 937,000

Net gain by Southern nonmetro 380,000

'Tests, for significance were made at the 2.0 and 1.6
standard error levels following procedures recommended
by the Bureau of the Census for the March 1975 Current

16

Numbers of people involved in the metro/nonmetro
exchanges and degree of replacement varied considerably
by age. While young adults, 18-34 years, led in each
stream (2.5 million to nonmetro and 2.7 million to
metro), they were only two-fifths of those moving to
nonmetro-areas compared with over half those moving
away. This fact was true partly because only three-
fourths of the loss of young adults, 18-24 years, was
replaced, although at every Other age category shownkin
table 1, losses were more than offset.

As has been pointed out by others, retiretnent has
influenced nonmetro migration and population turn-
around (4). Persons aged 55 and over exceeded those
who had moved in the opposite direction to a somewhat
greater extent than at other ages. Even' so,they were
under-represented in the nonmetro population of these
ages in 1975. Although metro/nonmetro migrants had a
nominally higher median age than those'moving in the
opposite direction (25.4), the former group nonetheless
had a larger percentage of children under age 18. Metro/
nonmetro movers were'disproportionately weighted with
both children and persons aged 55 or,over.

Indexes of dissiMilarity indicate that, in their distribu-
tion among the age categories, metro/nonmetro migrants
were most like other people of metro origin who either
moved or migrated between 1970 and 1975 (figure).3
They were least like people who had not moved at ail,
either metro or nonmetro, and next least like the
migrants in the opposite stream.

Metro/nonmetro migrants were somewhat less well
educated than persons in the opposite streatn. A smaller
number had college experience and a larger number had
less education. Another. researcher has pointed out an
interesting interaction of age and ethication:

At ages, 18-24, there is a strong preponderance of
movers with a high school education or less in
the metropolitan-to-nonmetropolitan stream,
and.an equally strong preponderance of 1 to 3
years of college and 4 years or more of college
in the opposite stream. This supports the sugges-
tion that a portion of the educational differential
in these two streams is due to the migration of
two-year and four -year pollege graduates into
SMSA's after completion of education in non-
metropolitan colleges (17).
Metro/nonmetro migrants were most like other people

of metro origin who had moved or migrated within
SMSA's. People moving from one SMSA to another were
generally better educated. They were least like nonmetro-
origin people who did not move or who had movgtl to a.
Population Survey. In'comparative statements, t e word
"nominally" is used if the difference was statis ically
significant at the 1.6 but/not at the 2.0 level.

' Indexes of dissimilarity' measure the extent to which
mobility categories differ (or are similar) on their per-
centage distiributiens on given characteristics (12). When
two distributions are very much alike, the index is close
to zero.
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different house but stayed, in the same county, who were
somewhat less well educated.

CONTRIBUTIONS
TO. NONMETRO OCCUPATIONS

AND INDUSTRY -

signal, technical! and sales jobs 'were recent newcomers
from Metro areas.

Over two-thirds of the employed white female metro/
nonmetro migrants held white-collar jobs, a Considerably'
higher 'Proportion than among al nonmetro women.
One-fiffhWere in .the4Service otttiMions, not too differ-

,
ept from nk) to women in general.-One in ten had

' Just overt two- fifths of the employed white male blue -toll: "yment, considerably below the rest of
metro/nonmetro migrants were in white-collar occupa- , the employed nonmetro women.
tions and two-fifths were in blue-collar jobs (table 2). Among the industry categories, asiwould be expected
About a tenth_ worked ill service occupatiOns and the . from the above information, aver-representation existed
remainder were' in farming. White male Migrants were in ini!ustries primarily employing white -collar people
over-represented w white-collar and service occupations (table 3). These were finance, insurance, and real estate,
and under-represented in blue-collar and farm-work and, for white males, professional services. Men were
coinpared with the overall nonmetropolitan population: under-represented in the extractive industries and 7
Abotkt one-fifth of the nonmetro males with a pr;fes- manUfactUring.Womed metro/nonmetro migrants were

11

1

'
o .)"
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; under-represented in these industries, also, and in trans-
, portation, communications, and related industries.

In industrial employment, male metro/nonmetro_
migrants were most.similar to other persOns in the
nonmetro population who had moved away from their
origin county either to another nonfiktro county or to
a metro county. They were less similar to the nonmetro-
origin population who were still in their origin county in
1975. This I 'ter group includes most of the men engaged
in farming a
metro/nonm
in industrial
these no
most of the
population.

Male metro /nonmetro migrants were most similar in
their occupational attachments to men in the metro
population who had not moved. They were next most
similar to nonmetro.men who had moved from their
home county to another nonmetro area or to a metro
area. In their occupational attachments, women metro/

"

d the othec.extractive industries, where
migrants were under-represented, But

ployment, they were more similar to
ople who had not moved than to
is and movers in the metro-employed

nonmetro migrants were closest to women in the oppo-
site stream and to nonmetro migrants. They 'ere least
like the nonmetro people who were living in thesame
county in 1975 as in 1e70, both movers and nonmovers.
In their distribution among the industry categories, they
were closest to nonmetro migrant women and least like
nonmetro movers and nonmovers, as thebad been 'on
occupations.

Although estimates for blacks,and other minorities'
are included in the tabies, the numbers of metro/non-
metro migrants are so small that analysis is not inclulle&
here. About three-fifths of the men were in blue-colltii
or service jobS', and the women were mainly in white- -
collar or service jobs.

INCOME CHARACTERISTICS

Metro/nonmetro migrants generally did not earn less
income than the nonm4tro population. they had joined.
The median for men migrants earning income in 1974
appears higher than that of other men in the nonmetro

19



population (but this difference was not statistically
significant in terms of the CPS sample). The median for
women in each group was about the same:

.

Status

Median income in 1974

Men Won %err

Dollars

Nonmetro, population 7,072 . 2,620
Metro/nonmetro migrants; 7.,`650. 2,660
Nonmetro/metro migrants 8,486 3,313

While the median income for males moving in the
opposite direction-appears somewhat higher than that

' of metro/nonmetro males, the difference was not stalls-
r

20

-,

ti Ily significant. The indexes of dissimilarity also' indi-
te that the trWo grOups were distributed very similarly

among income classes. About the' same proportions of
men -moving between metro and nonmetro areas,
whatever the direction _earned low, medium-sized, and
high incomes. They ranked between then: populations ,

of origin and destination, as is often the situation of
migrants moving from one type of environment, to
another (see figure, median ineonte block).

Metro/nonmetro migrant men were considerably-
closer on' their distribution among the income categories
to other nonmetro movers and migrants than they were
to nonmpvers in this population (see figute,' index block).
More nonmovere incomes were in the lower bratkets.
Compared with the population they left; these male
migrants had incomes closer to people Who had moved, _

in thpi origin#1 SMSA county than to SMSA migrants or
non movers. The median income of women metio/non-
metro migrants, although apparently lower (as reported

,



in the CPS), did not differ statistically from that of
women moving in the opposite direction. Their income
distribution most resembled that of nonmetropolitan
women who had not moved between 1978.ttnd 1975.

CONCLUSION

MetroJnonmetro migrants more than replaced persons
moving in the opposite direction, except among young
adults, blacks, and perions with college education. They
more than replaced persons who were high school gradu-
ates or had less education, but did not completely cover
the loss of persons with some years of college. Replace-
ment was nominaHy higher among people remaining
within the North and West thin in the South, but in the
regional exchanges, the South gained at the expense of
the rest of the country.

In terms of occupation, industry, and income
attributes, metro/nonmetro migrants have not had the
negative impact on the nonmetrclkopulation that some
people feared would occur. Although a higher propor-
tion of migrants were unemployed in 1975, there was
over-representation :among the employed in the white-
collar occupations and industries. On the average,
migrants' income was no less than that of the nonmetro
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population as a whole and it may actually have been
somewhat..higher. Moreover, the nonmetro population
appears not to have suffered in the exchange of populT
tion as far as in earning capacity of migrants. There was
remarkable similarity in tO income *stributions among
metro/nonmetro migrans and 'pe s who had moved
in the opposite direction.

It is indeed fortunate that the re positive impactg
predominate in the movement of' eople to nonmetro
areas. The most recent bulletMs of the Census Bureaus
indicate that the pattern of more people moving to than
away from nonmetro areas is continuing (14, 15). And,
Calvin Beale, demographerwith ESCS, said recently
to the House Select Committee on Population, he Y.
believed that, "the net flow of people to the South and
West and to the rural areas will continue to be seen In
the 1980's" (/). \

Even if the pattern reverses eventually as far as the ,

net remit is concerned, investigations of the exchange
of population between the highly urbanized and rural
populations should continue. There -will always be large
numbers of people moving in either direction between
metro and nonmetro areas. Their characteristics and th
impact of their movement on the populations they lef
and joined merit continuing attention.
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